SAN DIEGO AREA EMMY AWARDS 1975

REGULARLY SCHEDULED NEWS PROGRAM
DOLLARS AND SENSE
JONATHAN DUNN-RANKIN
PRODUCER/REPORTER
KFMB-TV

COMMUNITY/PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM
BALLAD OF BRAVERY
RALPH HODGES
PRODUCER
KFMB-TV

ARTISTIC/CULTURAL/HISTORICAL PROGRAM
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: ASIAN COURT AT FINE ARTS GALLERY
GLORIA PENNER; SARAH LUFT
PRODUCERS
KPBS-TV

ARTISTIC/CULTURAL/HISTORICAL PROGRAM
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: LA JOLLA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
GLORIA PENNER; MAUREEN SHIFTAN
PRODUCERS
KPBS-TV

ARTISTIC/CULTURAL/HISTORICAL PROGRAM
CELEBRATE LIFE
ALMETA SPEAKS
PRODUCER
KPBS-TV

PERFORMER
WORDS-A-POPPIN'
THOMAS J. ERWIN
HOST
KGTV

CINEMATOGRAPHY
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: LA JOLLA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
RUSS CARPENTER
PHOTOGRAPHER
KPBS-TV
CINEMATOGRAPHY
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: ASIAN COURT AT FINE ARTS GALLERY
THOMAS KARLO
PHOTOGRAPHER
KPBS-TV

CINEMATOGRAPHY / NEWS
805 BRIDGES
LEON VARSANO
PHOTOGRAPHER
KGTV

CINEMATOGRAPHY / NEWS
OCEANSIDE SHOOTOUT
TOM KECK; BOB CRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHERS
KGTV

CINEMATOGRAPHY / NEWS
CAMPBELL STRIKE
BEN CUTSHALL
PHOTOGRAPHER
KFMB-TV

DIRECTION
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: ASIAN COURT AT FINE ARTS GALLERY
DAVID CRAVEN
DIRECTOR
KPBS-TV

DIRECTION
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: LA JOLLA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
RYALL WILSON
DIRECTOR
KPBS-TV

TECHNICAL DIRECTION
WORDS-A-POPPIN'
V J DAVIS
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
KGTV

WRITING
SAN DIEGO SHOWCASE: ASIAN COURT AT FINE ARTS GALLERY
GLORIA PENNER
WRITER
KPBS-TV